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BSR Sir started the session by welcoming the viewers to Day 24 of The Magic Of Thinking Rich 

Season 3. BSR Sir appreciated and thanked all the viewers for their love and support. BSR Sir 

shared the story of a girl who fell in love with a boy and married the boy, the marriage was an 

inter caste marriage. She was not supported by her family, the boy’s family, she didn’t even have 

the support of the boy and the boy’s family was mistreating her. She got very upset and went to 

meet a person who was her father’s friend, she asked him to give her poison so she could die or 

else give poison to her mother in law. The person gave her a kind of slow poison for her mother 

in law and also kept a condition that she will have to treat her mother in law for next 6 months as 

her own mother; even if she mistreats her she will not say a word and treat her with respect. She 

agreed and started giving that medicine to her mother in law, slowly the relationship between 

them changed drastically and the girl went to the person to give an antidote to the poison she had 

been feeding her mother in law as they are like mother and daughter now, the person smiled and 

said that what he gave her was a health improving medicine and not a poison. BSR Sir advised 

people to value relationships. BSR Sir said that nowadays, relationships are made with keeping 

personal benefits in mind, which should not be the case. 

BSR Sir shared an interesting example to explain the sensitivity of relationships and how they 

need to be handled with care. BSR Sir shared some anecdotes from his personal life to explain 

the importance of relationships. BSR Sir reiterated the fact that everyone should value 

relationships over money. BSR Sir shared the wonderful news about receiving the Certificate Of 

Commitment presented to BSR Sir by the World Book Of Records, London. BSR Sir also 

shared a testimonial by a viewer who has been awarded numerous State and Central Awards and 

President Award, appreciated CoachBSR’s noble work he is doing through The Magic Of 

Thinking Rich. 

3 Wonderful Law Of Attraction Techniques To Achieve Whatever You Desire –  

1) Vision Board – BSR Sir shared some personal anecdotes from the lives of people who 

have made the Vision Board as advised by CoachBSR. BSR Sir shared these anecdotes to 

explain the Power Of Vision Board. BSR Sir advised each and everyone watching this 

workshop to make a Vision Board and see the difference in their lives. BSR Sir shared 

numerous examples of the people who have attended the, “Discover Your Vision” 

program conducted by CoachBSR and how they achieved everything they put up on their 

Vision Board. BSR Sir asked the viewers to commit to him that before tomorrow evening 



each and every one will make a Vision Board and share its picture on their social media 

profiles. 

 

2) Water Therapy – BSR Sir explained this topic in detail. Watch the video to 

understand this interesting concept. Water has high memory retention and water is 

always circulating. This technique is very powerful and has been used in the cultures 

since ages. 

 

3) Quantum Jump – BSR Sir explained this topic in detail. Watch the video to 

understand this powerful interesting concept. 

 

4) 369 Secret Code Technique (Tesla Secret Code) – BSR Sir explained this topic in 

detail. BSR Sir also explained the 17 second Magic conceptualized by Abraham Hicks. 

He says that if we can give 17 seconds of undivided pure attention to any thought/desire, 

that energy is equal to 2000 hrs of work. Watch the video to understand this powerful 

interesting concept. 369 Secret Code says that in the morning hours 3 times for 17 

seconds each, you have to write your wish. Write the same wish 6 times in the 

afternoon and at night before sleeping you have to write the same wish 9 times for 

17 seconds each and this practice has to be followed for a minimum of 45 days. 

BSR Sir advised people to spread the word about this workshop because next 4 days will be 

life transforming, a lot of practical techniques will be shared. BSR Sir made a few 

necessary announcements and closed the workshop with celebrations. 

 

Watch this powerful session on YouTube channel CoachBSR 

 

 


